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AMERICAN MEDICINE AND THiE PUBLIC INTEREST. By Rosemary Stevens. New
Haven, Connecticut, Yale University Press, 1971. xiii, 572 pp. $18.50.
In this second volume of a planned trilogy, Rosemary Stevens presents a
sclholarly analysis of the evolution of specialization in American Medicine. In
pointing out the transformation of the average doctor in a slhort span of time
from relative scientific incompetence to today's highly competent technological
physician, the author views coordination of effort as imperative. Continued
specialization without integration of skills can only lead to chaos. In measured
tones, MIrs. Stevens btuilds up her case in meticulous fashion-a telling indictment
of self-interest where the public interest is at stake.
The development of the need for planning and control of specialization in any
iiational healtlh insurance program is logical, clear, and concise. That suclh a
program should pay attention to the past as well as projecting the future is evi-
dent to M\Irs. Stevens, but is not consistent with our U.S. pattern of assuming that
"the past does not exist, or is irrelevant. In lhealth services there is a fashionable
pursuit of newness."
The prose is neat and clean. The mass of hiistorical detail is tremendous. Every
student, every teacher, every medical school dean, every administrator and, above
all, every legislator will want this book at hiis elbow for reference.
SIDNEY S. LEE
Associate Dean
Harvard AMedical School
TEXTBOOK OF HUMAN GENETICS. By MIax Levitan and Aslhley MIontagu. New
York, Oxforcl University Press, 1971. xiv, 922 pp. $15.00.
There are many scientists and plhysicians today who feel very passionately that
the intellectual elite of today, (e.g., college gradluates), are grossly undereducatecl
in the sciences, and that this represents a dangerous antd perlhaps disastrous trend.
This is partially by clhoice on the part of these students, but largely it is due to
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the inal)ility of scienitists anid teachers to make their stubjects comprehensible, in-
teresting anId relevant. Sturely, this is a formidable task wllen compared with
making the same efforts in the fields of the lhtumanities and the social sciences.
However, the need for stuccess is great. WlVo can (leny that it is crucial dturing the
coming (leca(les that the hiiglhly eduicated citizen lhave some knowle(dge of genetics
an(l physiology? Is it more important that sclhool chiilren learn about the
breadtlh of European hiistory on three separate occasions between the ages of 6
and(1 20, or that an in(lividtual learn something about hiow his own body func-
tions? SuLr-ely we (1o not expect or desire the layman to care about how reinforced
concrete is made or lhow nucleosides are separated, anymore than we would wish
him to know how to (1o close textual analysis of a poem. But this is precisely the
sort of unbalance(d edutcation we are allowing to predominate. It is certainly de-
sirable that students tunderstand the rudiments andlhuman implications, of let Us
say, genetics, yet only an infinitesimal number come to do so.
The book tunder review would certainly be an outstanding choice as a text for,
let uis say, the entire second semester of an introductory biology course at the
unclergradutate level. It is equally suitable for a semester course at the advancedl
undergracltdate or me(lical school level. Clearly, in the first case, not all of the
20 chapters could l)e adequately sttudied and un(lerstood. However, the book is
designed for stu(lents of variegated backgrounds an(l contains both the most
elementary and ratlher advanced material. The clarity and superb quality of the
prose exposition ren(ler the book remarkable in its readability. The advanced
clhapters require no more than higlh school algebra, yet they suffer not at all in
lucidity, an(l hiardly, if at all, in rigor. This volume is very unusual in that it is
the work of a biologist, Dr. Levitan, and an anthropologist, Dr. Montagu. The
outlook andl interests of both fields are brought to bear in an intellectually and
pedagogically felicitous maniner. The broad range of the text reflects the authors'
(liverse personal expertise andl interest, covering topics from chromosomal anom-
alies to genetic and social counlseling. If anything, the book is too comprehensive
(almost 1000 pages), and thuts is quite expensive. However, its virtues are con-
siderable and(I make it the text of choice for this topic. This holds true for courses
for nonscienitists and(I scientists alike.
This book is time ideal complement to James Watson s or Gunther Stent's texts
on the molecular atspects of genetics. These three books represent significant head-
way in the effort to imiake science interesting and meaningful even to those whose
inter-ests are purely intellectuial, not professional. The Textbook of Human
Gecetics stradd(lles the line between science anid relevance and manages to short-
chanige neitlher. Here is a text that can trtuly be said to give promise for those who
are excee(lingly troubled by the ialadequiate efforts now being made to educate
our nonscienitific, nontechnlological intellectual elite concerning the socially im-
iortaiit areas of scientific knowvledge.
NEIL BLUMBERG
Second Year lMedical Student
Yale University School of Medicine
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